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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3741249A1] An expandable luggage (1) comprises a first (2) and a second half-part (3) comprising a respective perimeter edge (8, 11).
A first closing mechanism (12) associated with the perimeter edges (8, 11) and equipped with a first zip track (21) to close and open the luggage,
and a second closing mechanism (13) associated with the perimeter edges (8, 11) and equipped with a second zip track (29) to close and open
the luggage, wherein when the first zip track (12) is closed, the luggage has a minimum storage volume and wherein when the first zip track (12)
is in open condition and the second zip track (13) is in closed condition, the luggage has a maximum storage volume. A first portion (12a) of the
first closing mechanism (12) comprises connection members (35) operating between the first zip track (21) to at least one perimeter edge (8, 11)
configured to take up a first operating configuration, corresponding to a first operating distance of the first zip track (21) from the perimeter edge (8,
11), and a second operating configuration, corresponding to a second operating distance of the first zip track (21) from the perimeter edge (8, 11).
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